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The following are the General Competition Rules which must be followed in all Robo O-Games 
and the RoboSumo Competitions.  These rules apply to all contestants and all entries. 
 
1.) Contestants are limited to the use of Lego RCX robots ONLY.  Further, the following parts 

limitations apply: 
 

a.) One RCX Controller 
b.) Up to three Motors 
c.) Up to three Touch Sensors 
d.) Up to three Light Sensors 
e.) Up to one Lamp 
f.) Up to thee Rotation Sensors 

 
2.) Only LEGO parts, motors, wires and pieces are allowed on your robot.  All of these objects must be 

made entirely of Lego elements in original factory condition  You are not allowed to have any other 
non-Lego pieces, parts, sensors, wires, and etc. on or as part of your robot.  

 
3.) Batteries to power the Controller may be of any brand. 
 
4.) Robots must operate autonomously. 
 
5.) Paint, tape, glue, oil, and etc. are not allowed.  Stickers are not allowed on the robot, other than those 

provided to the Contestant by the Competition Officials.  
 
6.) Robots may not: 
 

a.) Emit smoke or fire 
b.) Leak, stain or soil 
c.) Dispense powder, grit, grime, any liquid or gas 
d.) Spray, throw or use projectiles 
e.) Jam, shock, strobe or electromagnetically interfere with any sensors 
f.) Snare, entangle or employ nets or ropes 
g.) Fly or generate lift to isolate one's robot from the ring surface 
h.) Use suction, "sticky wheels," magnets or other methods of downward force 
i.) Have any substance applied to its tires to improve traction 
j.) Fall or split into multiple pieces or leave beacons or lures 
k.) Be controlled or communicated with remotely, in any way 
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7.) All Contestants are required to "Check-In" their robot with the Competition Officials before 

any games begin.  A number will be assigned to their robot entry.  A sticker will be given to 
the Contestant to place on the top of their robot for identification purposes during the 
competition by Competition Officials.  "Check-In" will close 15 minutes before any 
competition begins. 

 
8.) Once a robot has been "Checked-In" and assigned a number, the Contestant is not allowed to 

modify the robot, rebuild the robot, or reprogram the robot until after the Awards ceremony.  
During the competitions, a Contestant is allowed to select and run any and all programs 
loaded within robot's Controller.  Further, at any time when the Contestant's robot is not 
competing, the Contestant may change the batteries in the Controller. 

 
9.) During any of the competitions, if the Contestant's robot loses a piece or pieces, they may be 

replaced once the robot has completed the competition it was participating in or whenever, a 
particular competition is stopped by the Competition Officials that the Contestant's robot is 
competing in, but has not been completed.  Competition Officials at any time may stop a 
competition or allow a Contestant to reattach a fallen piece or pieces, if in their opinion, it is 
a matter of fairness. 

 
10.) Contestants must follow all requests of the Competition Officials. 
 
11.) If a Contestant has an objection to any of the rules, enforcement of the rules or one's 

opponent(s), such dissent must be addressed to the Competition Officials before the 
offending Contestant or offending robot leaves the competition area.  Contestants may not 
object to or question any "judgment calls" made by Competition Officials during any of the 
competitions. 

 
12.) A Contestant that displays unsportsmanlike behavior (for example, using violent language or 

slandering an opponent or any Competition Official) or intentionally injures another 
Contestant or intentionally damages or destroys another Contestant's robot, that Contestant 
will be immediately ejected from any and all competitions and must leave the building, and 
the Contestant's robot forfeits any and all remaining competitions and is removed from any 
competition records.  Further, the Contestant loses the right to enter any future challenges, 
Robo O-Games and/or competitions. 

 
13.) Competition Officials may create, modify or abolish any of the rules at any time. 
 
14.) Competition Officials may remove any Contestant and/or any Contestant's robot from any 

specific competition, a combination of competitions or all the competitions and/or may 
remove any points earned or deduct any points necessary for any and all rules infraction 
and/or anti-competitive behavior by the Contestant and/or Contestant's robot.  It is in the sole 
discretion of the Competition Officials as to what penalty or penalties to assess and when to 
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assess these penalties.  By "Checking-In" any robot and/or participating in any competition, 
Contestants agree they will not adjudicate, arbitrate or otherwise challenge the decision(s) of 
the Competition Officials in any forum.  All decisions by the Competition Officials are 
FINAL! 
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Competition Rules 
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Sumo Match - Overview 
 
A RoboSumo match is a competition between two autonomous robots placed in a ring that try to 
avoid falling out or being pushed out by their opponent.  Each match consists of three rounds.  
The Contestant's robot who wins two of the rounds is declared the match winner.  In each round, 
the first robot that touches a surface outside the ring loses the round.   
 
 
 
The Dohyo (Sumo Ring)  
 
1.) The dohyo is a cylinder with a height of 1 inch and a diameter of 24 inches (including the 

border lines).  The surface of the dohyo is made of selected grade wood that has been glued 
together, pressed, and sanded smooth.  Its cylindrical surface is flat and smooth-painted with 
a nonglossy, black paint.  The border line is indicated with a white-painted ring with a width 
of approximately 7/8 inch on the outside diameter of the dohyo.  The dohyo interior is 
defined as the dohyo area surrounded by and including the border line.  "On the border" is 
defined as being within the interior of the dohyo. 

 
2.) In the center of the dohyo is a small-painted green diamond/square.  Through the center green 

diamond runs an "imaginary line" the length of the diameter of the cylinder, thus dividing the 
dohyo into two halves.  

 
3.) The "starting halves" are formed when the first robot is placed on the dohyo, so that no part 

of that robot is touching the imaginary line, and any side of that robot facing the green 
diamond creates another "imaginary perpendicular line" with 90 degree right angles at the 
intersection of the two imaginary lines.  

 
4.) The ring is raised one inch to make it easy to determine when a robot has been pushed to the 

exterior area of the dohyo.  The exterior area of the dohyo is any part of the table or floor that 
the dohyo is resting on.  The color of the exterior can be any color except white.  
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Robot Specifications  
 
5.) The robot must be able to fit into an eight inch cube with a width of no more than eight 

inches, a depth of no more than eight inches and a height of no more than eight inches.  Each 
robot will be measured at "Check-In" and may be re-measured at any time by the 
Competition Officials.  

 
6.) Further, the weight of the entire robot must not exceed 1 kilogram (2.2 lbs).  A digital scale 

will be used for determining the robot's mass at "Check-In."  The robot may be reweighed at 
any time by the Competition Officials.  

 
7.) Robot programming must be designed to begin action no earlier than five seconds after the 

Contestant presses the start button.  
 
 
 
Sumo Match Principles  
 
8.) A match consists of three rounds of three minutes each. The first contestant to win two 

rounds is the winner of the match.  
 
9.) Contestants will be seeded in tournament brackets based on random selection by the 

Competition Officials during "Check-In."  
 
10.) As the first round begins, the "top seed" Contestant in each pairing will be the first one to 

place his robot on the dohyo.  The Contestant must place his/her robot anywhere within one 
of the starting halves and facing any direction, in any position or angle, so long as no part of 
the Contestant's robot is crossing the imaginary diameter line.  

 
11.) As the second and third rounds begin, the robot that just won the prior round is positioned 

first.  
 
12.) After the initial placement of the first robot, it is not permissible to alter its starting position.  
 
13.) The second Contestant ("bottom seed" in each pairing for the first round or loser in the prior 

round), must place his/her robot in any position, angle or location on the ring within the 
"unoccupied" starting half of the dohyo.  

 
14.) After placement of the second robot, neither robot may be repositioned or altered from its 

spot.  
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15.) Robots may have more than one opening program stored within its Controller.  Once the 

robots have been placed, Contestants may select which program they will initiate.  
 
16.) The Competition Official will check to assure that each Contestant is ready to proceed in the 

round.  Both contestants place a finger or fingers on their robot's start buttons and await the 
Competition Official's signal.  When so ready, a verbal countdown will be given, at which 
time each robot is manually started.  

 
17.) Upon pressing the start button, the Contestants immediately take two steps (at least three 

feet) back from the dohyo.  Each robot must not move for at least five seconds after the 
button is pressed.  

 
18.) If a problem is encountered before the Competition Official says "go," a Contestant may 

alert the Official, without penalty, that the robot is not ready.  (For example, a robot may fall 
or slip when a finger is placed over the start button.)  Both robots' Controllers are reset to 
start the round over.  Neither robot is allowed to be repositioned, moved or altered from 
their spot on the dohyo.  

 
19.) If a robot begins moving during the five-second hold period, the robot has committed a false 

start.  A warning will be issued and both robots are respotted on the dohyo to start the round 
over.  

 
20.) A second warning of any kind in a single round results in the robot losing that round.  
 
21.) A robot loses a round when any portion (including touch sensors, whiskers, scoops, skirts or 

any loose or detached piece, no matter how small) of the robot touches the exterior of the 
dohyo.  It does not matter if the robot or portion thereof, falls out on its own or is pushed 
out.  (For example, if a nut drops off a robot within the dohyo, the robot does not 
immediately lose.  However, if the nut is then pushed out or rolls out, the robot loses.)  

 
22.) The first robot or portion thereof, touching outside of the dohyo loses, even if the second 

robot or portion thereof, subsequently touches outside the dohyo.  If the Competition 
Official determines that both robots touched the exterior of the dohyo at the same time, the 
round is nullified and started over.  

 
23.) Touching the raised edge of the dohyo cylinder is considered the interior of the dohyo and 

not considered out.  
 
24.) Starting to fall or breaking the plane of the dohyo is not considered out.  Some portion of the 

robot must actually touch the exterior of the dohyo.  
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25.) If at any time after the round is started, a Contestant, in any way, interferes with either robot, 

or attempts to distract, signal or communicate with either robot, that Contestant's robot loses 
the round.  

 
26.) During the round, all people and objects, other than the robots, must be kept out of the 

dohyo and the exterior area of the dohyo must be void of distractions that may alter the 
outcome.  

 
27.) At the Competition Official's discretion, s/he may choose to restart a round if: 
 

a.) Three minutes have expired; 
b.) No progress has been made in some period of time; 
c.) The robots fail to touch each other for some period of time; 
d.) The robots are hopelessly entangled or otherwise deadlocked; 
e.) A robot fails to start or a Contestant signals for stoppage, and 
f.) Any other condition in which the Official judges that no winner can be 

decided. 
 
28.) In the case of a rematch, maintenance of competing robots is prohibited until a winner is 

determined in the round.  
 
29.) At the Competition Official's discretion, s/he may choose to end a round if: 
 

a.) Any rules violation has occurred; 
b.) No progress is likely to be made even if the round is restarted, and 
c.) Any actions that may be deemed unfair occur. 

 
30.) In the event that the Competition Official cannot decide the winner of a round (for example 

if both robots seem to fall out at the same time), the Official has the sole discretion to re-run 
the round.  

 
31.) If at the end of three minutes, neither robot has left the interior of the dohyo, at the 

Competition Official's discretion, s/he may declare the winner of the round as the most 
active robot of the two.  

 
32.) At the Competition Official's discretion, s/he may allow sufficient time for a Contestant to 

repair his/her robot because of failure or dislodged/loose pieces.  
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General 
 
1.) With the exception of RoboBowl, the following points are awarded in each Robo O-Game:  
 

Points Scale 
 

1st Place = 30 points 
2nd Place = 26 
3rd Place = 22 
4th Place = 20 
5th Place = 18 
6th Place = 16 
7th Place = 14 
8th Place  = 12 

9th Place  = 11 
10th Place = 10 
11th Place =   9 
12th Place =   8 
13th Place =   7 
14th Place =   6 
15th Place 
   and beyond =   5 

 
If there is a tie among Contestants for a particular position, then the various points will be 
added together from the tied position and the subsequent positions, for as many tied 
Contestants less one.  This total will be divided by the number of Contestants, thus sharing 
the points equally among all those tied.  The next Contestant, after those tied, will receive the 
position points for the next available position, whose points were not used in the previous 
computation.  

 
 
 

RoboLine 
 
Overview 
 
RoboLine is a "timed" competition with each autonomous robot following a lined course from 
start to finish.  Each Contestant will have the opportunity to allow his/her robot to follow this 
black-taped path while being chronographed.  Based on the fastest to slowest time trials, points 
will be awarded, with 1st Place, the fastest time, receiving 30 points. 
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The Course 
 
2.) The course will be laid out on a white background with a black-striped line within a 

rectangular region measuring 20 feet by 10 feet, at a maximum.  No specific course pattern 
will be disclosed until the day of the competition when it is actually laid out on the floor.  

 
3.) Black, vinyl, electrical tape will be used to create the lined-path.  Line thickness may vary by 

as much as 1/8th inch due to tape stretching.  
 
4.) Specifics about the lined-course are as follows:  
 

a.) The course line is contiguous and forms a complete track.  Thus, both the Start 
point and Finish point are at the same spot. 

b.) No lines terminate. 
c.) No lines intersect. 
d.) No lines are "forked" or branch off into two directions. 
e.) Turns can be expected with none exceeding 90 degrees. 
f.) No obstacles will be intentionally placed along the path. 

 
 
Robot Specifications  
 
5.) The robot may begin the course as soon as the Competition Official tells the Contestant to 

"go."  
 
 
RoboLine Principles  
 
6.) The Contestant will place the robot in the Start position, so that no part of the robot is 

crossing the imaginary Start Line.  
 
7.) The robot must straddle the black line, at all times, so that no two tires from the same axle (or 

imaginary, extended axle, if a full axle does not exist) are ever on the same side of the black 
line.  

 
8.) The Competition Official will check to assure that the Contestant is ready to proceed in the 

competition.  The Contestant will place a finger or fingers on their robot's start button and 
await the Competition Official's signal.  When so ready, a verbal countdown will be given, at 
which time the robot is manually started.  

 
9.) Time will begin as soon as the Competition Official tells the Contestant to "go."  
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10.) Time will end as soon as any part of the robot passes the imaginary Finish Line.  
 
11.) Time penalties will be awarded as follows:  
 

a.) Every time the Contestant touches the robot In any way) - 10 seconds will be 
added to lap time. 

- If the Contestant readjusts the robot, so it is back on track, the Contestant 
must assure that s/he does not advance the robot forward by hand when 
returning it to the track. 

b.) Every time the robot does not straddle the black line - 3 seconds will be added 
to the lap time. 

 
12.) If the Contestant has to stop the robot before it completes the entire loop, the robot forfeits 

the chronographed lap time and receives the forfeit time as his/her score.  The Contestant is 
allowed to complete any remaining laps by restarting the robot from the Start Line.  

 
13.) Each Contestant will have 2:30 minutes to complete one loop of the course.  Each 

Contestant may complete three continuous loops of the course.  
 
14.) Any robot which forfeits will receive a time value in this competition of three minutes.  
 
15.) Each Contestant's robot will be allowed to traverse the line-path, three times, with each lap 

time plus penalties being recorded.   
 
16.) The Contestant's best lap time (including any time penalties for that lap) will be recorded as 

Contestant's official time in this event.  
 
17.) After all Contestants have had the opportunity to attempt this competition.  Points will be 

awarded based on the Points Scale for Robo O-Games, specified above.  The fastest time 
will be awarded First Place, and 30 points, followed by the next fastest time all the way 
through the slowest time.  
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RoboPush 
 
Overview 
 
RoboPush is a "timed" competition with each autonomous robot pushing a weighted, cylinder 
container for a distance of 10 feet, from the Start Line to the Finish Line.  Based on the fastest to 
slowest time trials, points will be awarded, with 1st Place, the fastest time, receiving 30 points.   
 
 
The Course 
 
18.) The course will be laid out on a white background with a black-striped Starting Line and 10 

feet in a perpendicular direction will be a black-striped Finishing Line.  
 
19.) A cylindrical container (an 8 quart Kool-Aid mix container), measuring 5 inches high and 3 

½ inches in diameter filled with 5 rolls of pennies and seven sheets of 8 ½ inch by 11 inch 
paper weighing approximately 1.5 pounds will be placed on the edge of the Starting Line in 
an upright position.  

 
 
Robot Specifications  
 
20.) The robot may begin the course as soon as the Competition Official tells the Contestant to 

"go."  
 
 
RoboLine Principles  
 
21.) The Contestant will place the robot in the Start position.  The Contestant can choose to have 

the robot up against and touching the cylindrical container or allow the robot to come 
charging at the cylindrical container.  

  
22.) The Competition Official will check to assure that the Contestant is ready to proceed in the 

competition.  The Contestant will place a finger or fingers on their robot's start button and 
await the Competition Official's signal.  When so ready, a verbal countdown will be given, 
at which time the robot is manually started.  

 
23.) Time will begin as soon as the Competition Official tells the Contestant to "go."  
 
24.) Time will end as soon as any part of the cylindrical container touches the Finish Line. 
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25.) Each Contestant will have 2:30 minutes to complete this competition at which time the clock 

is terminated.  
 
26.) At any point within the competition, the Contestant or Competition Official may terminate 

the "clock time" by verbally indicating so, by touching the robot, by the robot not covering 
"any" distance over a period of time, by the robot violating one of the competitions rules or 
for any reason to protect the robot, motors, sensors, parts and etc.  

 
27.) Whenever a competition is terminated, the cylinder container does not cross the Finish Line 

for whatever reason, the distance traveled from the Start Line to where the container rests 
will be measured.  This distance will be recorded for the Contestant in lieu of a time entry.  

 
28.) After all Contestants have had the opportunity to attempt this competition.  Points will be 

awarded based on the Points Scale for Robo O-Games, specified above.  For all those who 
competed the competition by getting the container across the Finish Line, positions will be 
awarded with the fastest time getting First Place and 30 points, followed by the next fastest 
time all the way through the slowest time.  Once all the Contestants whose robots made it to 
the Finish Line receive their standings, the remaining Contestants will be placed in their 
final standings by how far in terms of distance they moved the container from the Start Line.  
The longest distance will follow the slowest time completion time, then the next longest 
distance, until the shortest distance is placed in Last Place.  

 
 
 

RoboBowl 
 
Overview 
 
RoboBowl is a exactly like bowling the 10th Frame, accept instead of using a bowling ball to 
knock the pins down, the Contestant uses his/her robot.  Each Contestants score is based on the 
pin count they receive with a "turkey" or three strikes earning 30 points. 
 
 
The Course 
 
29.) The course will be laid as pictured below. 
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30.) Surrounding the bowling lane are thick, plastic, white downspouts (similar to what you see 

on most houses, but plastic, not aluminum).  Each side is 20 feet in length.  At the back of 
the lane, behind the pins is a downspout which is 5.5 feet in length.  Soft padding is also up 
against the back downspout (to stop any runaway robots).  

 
31.) Three pieces of black, vinyl, electric tape stretch across the lane.  The first line is the "Foul 

Line" or starting point of the bowling lane.  17 feet from the Foul Line is another black line.  
This represents the "Pin Line."  The head pin is three inches from the Pin Line.  Finally, the 
last black line or the "Stop Line" is 2 feet from the Pin Line.  

 
32.) The 10 pins are made up of 24oz plastic Pepsi soda bottles which have been spray-painted 

with two coats of white paint.  The blue caps remain on the bottles (but have not been 
painted white).  
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33.) A pin grid will be laid down at the start of the competition, and each pin will be marked on 

the lane with a small piece of tape.  Each pin will rest on top of the taped marking and will 
be placed on top of each marking after every reset.  (Each pin's center is 5 ½ inches away 
from its neighbor pin center within the grid.)  

 
 
Robot Specifications  
 
34.) The robot may begin each attempt down the lane as soon as the Competition Official tells 

the Contestant to "go."  
 
35.) At all times, the robot must continue in a forward directions toward the back of the lane.  

Robots are not allowed to go in reverse at any time (whether programmed or bouncing off 
the back gutter.)  

 
36.) The Competition Officials will be the only ones allowed to shut off the robot when it 

reaches the end of the lane, it gets stuck out in the lane or when they need to clear the pins 
from the lane for the next attempt.  

 
 
RoboBowl Principles  
 
37.) Each Contestant is guaranteed a minimum of two attempts down the lane. 
 
38.) The Contestant must start the robot forward from outside the Foul Line. 
 
39.) The robot is to proceed down the lane and knock as many pins down as possible while 
making forward progress. 
 
40.) The robot needs to STOP, by the time it reaches the back end of the lane. 
 
41.) The score in this competition will follow 10th Frame bowling calculations.  The total amount 

of pins knocked down in two attempts will be added together.  If the person gets a "strike" or 
"spare" a third attempt will be allowed.  The score from the third attempt will be added to 
the other two attempts to determine a Contestant's final total.  

 
42.) If at any time, during a robot's forward progress, as it goes from the Foul Line to the Pin 

Line, the robot hits or brushes against one of the side plastic downspouts or "gutters", this 
will result in a "gutter ball" and no pin points will be awarded for that attempt.  
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43.) No pin points will be given for any pins which are knocked down because the robot went in 

reverse, bounced off the back downspout, or because of an accidental fall when cleaning up 
the pin area during attempts.  

 
44.) An attempt is considered made once the Contestant's robot crosses the Foul Line.  The robot 

must complete each turn within one minute from when it first crosses the Foul Line.  If the 
Contestant touches the robot, for any reason, after it crosses the Foul Line, a foul has 
occurred and no pin points are awarded for that attempt.  

 
 
 
 
 

RoboSpeed 
 
Overview 
 
RoboSpeed is a exactly like drag-strip racing.  It is all about SPEED!!!  First one from the Start 
Line to the Finish Line is the winner.  This will be the last event in the Quadrathlon! 
 
 
The Course 
 
45.) The Start Line will be placed at one end of the floor.  Forty (40) feet from the Start Line, the 

Finish Line will be placed.  Both the Start Line and the Finish Line will be laid out with 
black, vinyl, electrical tape.  

 
46.) If the number of Contestants competing in RoboSpeed is greater than 10, the Competition 

Officials may break the races up into multiple groups and hold run-off races to determine 
which robots will be in the final heat.  

 
 
Robot Specifications  
 
47.) The robot may begin racing down the drag strip as soon as the Competition Official tells the 

Contestants to "go."  Contestants are not allowed to touch their robots, in any way, once they 
have crossed the Start Line.  Robots have two minutes to cross the Finish Line at which time 
the field becomes frozen. 

 
48.) After crossing the Finish Line, the robot must slow and come to a STOP. 
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RoboSpeed Principles  
 
49.) Prior to this competition beginning, the points from the other three events will be tabulated 

and the Contestants will be placed in points order with the most first to the least, last.  (Ties 
will be broken, based on the Contestants' points from the following competitions, in order as 
needed, RoboBowl, RoboPush, and then RoboLine).  

 
50.) The points leader will be placed in the center position of the Starting Line of the drag strip.  

The second Contestant in points will be placed on the leader's right while the third 
Contestant in points will be placed on the leader's left.  Robots will continue to be lined up, 
in order, with those robots in the even positions going in order on the right side of the even-
ranked Contestants and those Contestants in odd positions going on the left side of the odd-
ranked Contestants.  

 
51.) The Competition Officials will check to assure that the Contestants are ready to proceed in 

the competition.  The Contestants will place a finger or fingers on their robot's start buttons 
and await the Competition Official's signal.  When so ready, a verbal countdown will be 
given, at which time the robot is manually started.  

 
52.) The Point Scale, above, will be used to assign finishing position points based on the 

finishing positions of each robot.  For all those who completed the competition by crossing 
the Finish Line, points will be awarded with the fastest finisher getting First Place and 30 
points, followed by the next fastest finisher all the way through the slowest finisher.  Once 
all the Contestants whose robots crossed the Finish Line receive their standings, the 
remaining Contestants, who did not cross the Finish Line, will be placed in their final 
standings by how far in terms of distance they moved from the Start Line (measured from 
the front of the robot).  The longest distance will follow the slowest finisher, then the next 
longest distance, until the shortest distance is placed in Last Place.  

 
 
 
 
 

Champions of the Quadrathlon 
 
 
53.) The points from all four events will be tabulated and the Contestants will be placed in points 

order with the most, in First Place, to the least, in Last Place.  (Ties will be broken, based on 
the Contestants' points from the following competitions, in order as needed, RoboSpeed, 
RoboBowl, RoboPush, and then RoboLine).  
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The following commentary, on selected Rules, is provided to inform and interpret those Rules 
for the participants.  In no way, do these comments change the wording of the Rules.  
 
 
 
 
GENERAL COMPETITION RULES 
 
8.) Once a robot has been "Checked-In" and assigned a number, the Contestant is not allowed to modify 

the robot, rebuild the robot, or reprogram the robot until after the Awards ceremony.  During the 
competitions, a Contestant is allowed to select and run any and all programs loaded within robot's 
Controller.  Further, at any time when the Contestant's robot is not competing, the Contestant may 
change the batteries in the Controller. 

 
 
Commentary: Per Rule 8, no manual modification's to one's robot is allowed throughout the 
competition.  Thus, manually flipping a lever from position "A" to position "B" is not allowed.  
Further, if the robot is manually changed in "any way" (i.e. when the robot is flipped to operate 
on another side and some part of its structure is hinged to reposition it in a different 
configuration), that is considered a modification and not allowed.  However, if one of the robot's 
motors is attached to a lever or switch, and as a result of a pre-installed program on the robot, 
changes the lever or switch, that is allowed.  This pre-installed program may be executed prior to 
starting a specific competition.  Finally, a robot that is flipped to operate on another side is 
allowed as long as nothing on the robot changes, is modified, or rebuilt because of the "flip." 
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QUADRATHLON 
 
 
Commentary: The last contest to be run in the Quadrathlon is RoboSpeed.  As for the first three 
contests (RoboLine, RoboPush, and RoboBowl), their order will be determined by the 
Competition Officials on the day of the Robo O-Games depending on the number of participants.  
Most likely, these contests will be run simultaneously to each other. 
 
 
 
 
ROBOLINE 
 
6.) The Contestant will place the robot in the Start position, so that no part of the robot is crossing the 

imaginary Start Line.  
 
 
Commentary: The robot may run the course in either direction from the imaginary Start Line. 


